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Ask us to provide you with a list of references.

Texas Christian University

University of  
Connecticut
(equipment in use since 1996)

University of Illinois Texas Tech University

Taylor University
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Western Michigan 
University

Jamaica Classic

Hope College

American University
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Exclusive  
Pro-Action ™ 180°  
Adjustable Tension 
Breakaway Rim
A safer way to slam dunk, our 
exclusive multi-directional 
breakaway rim helps protect 
players.

180 breakaway rim features 
adjustment capabilities for 
passing the NCAA regulations for 
elasticity as well as the positive 
locking mechanism for the most 
consistent rebounds.

LEGACY TM

Portable Basketball Goal

DOWNLOAD CAD DRAWINGS

“Dunk Proof” Glass Backboard
The rim is attached to a metal plate which is connected to the 
main beam. No bolts pass through the glass-
so dunking never places stress on the glass.

Rear View  
of Rim Attachment

Spring-Activated Positioning Pin
automatically snaps into place when the  
goal is fully raised.

Lockable Deadlock Tensioner
creates a crosslink between the vertical 
support structures and helps reduce vibration.

Automatic Lock Down mechanism
now with foot operated release  
to make raising the goal easier.

New Triple Double Casters
in the rear and Double Swivel 
Casters in the front provide 
easier mobility  
and minimize stress on  
wood floors. All 10  
wheels are 8” diameter - 
by 2” width.

Forklift Tubes

New Redesigned Power Beam maintains optimum stability and 
endures years of physical punishment.

Lifetime Maintenance-free Pivot Bearings.

Heavy-Duty Vertical Support Structures
with streamlined profile provides fans with a clear view of the action.

Thicker Impact Area Padding
for greater safety. Vinyl covered padding available in 16 standard 
colors and a wide assortment of custom colors.

Quick-Set ™ Goal Height feature permits easy rim height  
adjustment even while the goal is locked in the game position.

100% Enclosed Ballast is precisely placed to counterbalance  
direct force on the goal and provide optimum stability.

New “Power Pack.” Larger, more powerful lift 
springs provide greater torque.

Full-Perimeter Aluminum Frame
protects the backboard from stress.

Real Service from Real People
We’re not satisfied with just building the best 
portable goals. When you have a question 
or a problem and you call our 800 number 
between 8:00 to 5:00 EST, you reach a person 
who will handle your issue or connect you to 
a specialist who can. Some websites have no 
phone number to call, and they try to force you 
to send an email that may – or may not – be 
answered hours or days later! Our website has 
the phone number at the top of the home page 
for your convenience. And of course, incoming 
emails are handled promptly. Our aim is for 
total elimination of the frustration you face when 
contacting any company for service.

Lee Ramirez
LRamirez@SNAsportsgroup.com
Portable Basketball Sales Manager
708-835-5026
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A revolution began in the 1980’s. At that 
time, portable basketball goals were often 
problematic – unwieldy, unreliable structures 
that were difficult and time-consuming to set up, 
move and maintain. So our engineers set out 
on a mission, to create a truly self-contained, 
maintenance-free mobile goal that would 
be quick and easy to set up, tough enough 
to endure years of physical abuse, yet sleek 

The Legacy Endures
How we made the World’s Most 
Advanced Portable Basketball Goal.

enough to offer fans a clear view of the game. 
We were idealists.

Over the past 35 years, we’ve supplied 
thousands of portable goals to colleges, 
universities, clubs and showcase arenas 
throughout the world. Of all these goals in 
service, not a single one has ever experienced 
a structural or mechanical failure during 
competition, caused a game delay, or suffered 
a shattered, cracked or broken backboard.

A Reputation for Innovation.  
Masters of Instantaneous Setup.
We were the first to introduce the spring 
activated lift mechanism, a simple, yet 
revolutionary idea that eliminated the 
problems, complexities and maintenance 
issues that plagued the hydraulic and electro-
mechanical lift systems. We were the first to 
introduce the pin positioning system that not 
only guarantees perfect placement on the 

court, but also assures that the goal stays 
put during the meanest monster dunks or 
collisions with the goal. We introduced the 
first and only “dunk proof” glass backboard, 
which continues to maintain its perfect 
“unbroken” record. We also introduced the 
first and only sub frame mechanism, which 
uses power from the springs during lift to 
simultaneously transfer weight from the 
wheels to a rubber-padded steel bar (see 
photo below) – instantly setting the rim at 
precisely 10 feet while balancing the weight 
of the unit – all in one motion. And there 
have been many more important innovations 
over the years making our portable goals 
stronger, safer and easier to use.

Introducing a New Generation  
of Portable Basketball Goals.
As the game of basketball has evolved, 
so has the design and engineering of our 
equipment. Today’s players are bigger, faster 
and stronger, and the sport has become 
more physical and combative. Larger, 
heavier, multiple shot clocks and advertising 
signage have placed more weight on the 
main beam. This all adds up to even more 
stress and strain on portable basketball units.

Representing our fourth generation 
of innovation, the new Legacy portable 
basketball goal from SNA Sports conquers 
the demands of today’s game and sets a 
new world standard for reliability, stability, 
safety and ease of use. A redesigned power 
beam and superstructure provides greater 
rigidity and strength without adding more 
bulk and weight. Larger, more powerful lift 
springs supply more torque, which work in 
tandem with our new Kinematic Integrated 
Stabilizing System (KISS) to make setup even 
easier. Thicker padding on the front impact 
area offers greater safety, while new triple 
double 8” casters on the rear of the unit 
provide better mobility and protection for 
hardwood floors. 

Easy Setup  
by one person 
in 5 to 10  
seconds!

Game Position (subframe down, wheels up) Mobile Position (subframe up, wheels down)

New LEGACY™ 10
Pinnacle Bank Arena 
University of Nebraska-
Lincoln 

The Kinematic Integrated 
Stabilizing System (KISS) 
simultaneously lifts the 
unit and transfers weight 
from the wheels to a 
rubber-padded steel bar 
while instantly setting the 
rim at precisely 10 feet.

Better for Facility Personnel. 
Better for the Fans.
Our Portable goals have always been designed 
with facility personnel in mind. Arena changeovers 
and setups are time and labor intensive. The Legacy 
can be moved and set up by just one or two people. 
Actual setup time is nearly instantaneous. And it’s 
designed to be maintenance free. Less time. Less 
labor. No headaches. It all adds up to a low cost of 
ownership for an asset you will own for a long, long 
time. 

And the fans will appreciate your investment. 
Unlike other portable goals, the Legacy’s sleek 
design and streamlined profile puts the spectator 
right in the action - so fans in the premium seats 
behind the goal get a clear view of the game.

The Biggest Problem  
with our Portable Goals.
Usually, companies can count on selling their 
customers a new product after the original wears out. 
But our first customer in 1989 is still using the first of 
four goals we provided! That’s an extreme case, but 
they simply last and last and last. Nevertheless, we 
won’t back off trying to build the best quality, longest 
lasting goals on the market. It’s just in our DNA. 
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New Standard Features

•10’8” clearance space from the backboard to the front of the 
padded base.

•Exclusive Kinematic Integrated Stabilizing System (KISS) 
for instantaneous setup and uniform weight distribution on 
the floor. A manual KISS is also available for facilities with 
limited space.

•”Dunk Proof” backboard with glass-free rim attachment and 
full-perimeter aluminum frame.

•Exclusive Pro-Action™ 180 multi-directional breakaway rim 
with adjustable positive locking mechanism. Complies with 
NCAA standards for rim elasticity and ball rebound.

•Heavy-duty power beam and support structure built with 
high-tensile strength steel for exceptional rigidity, strength 
and durability.

•Streamlined profile gives fans seated behind the unit a clear 
view of the action.

•New larger, more powerful lift springs provide greater torque 
and support more weight on the power beam.

•New foot-operated quick release mechanism makes setup 
even easier.

•Front locator pins for precise placement and stability.

•Quick-Set™ Goal Height Adjustment allows easy height 
adjustment with goal in game position.

•Full 7 inches of padding in the upper front impact area. 
Padding available in 16 standard colors. Custom colors and 
full-custom graphics also available.

•Double double 8” swivel casters in the front and new triple 
8” casters in the rear provide easier mobility.

  Comprehensive Warranty Package:
•Superstructure and KISS: 20-Year Limited Warranty
•”Dunk Proof” Backboard: Lifetime Limited Warranty
•Pro-Action 180 Rim: Three-Year Limited Warranty
•Backboard Padding: 10-Year Limited Warranty

Our fourth generation of design innovation, the new 
Legacy ™ 10 portable basketball goal sets a new world 
standard for reliability, stability, safety and ease of use. 
With a host of engineering refinements, no other portable 
goal on the planet is stronger, tougher or easier to move 
and set up. Designed to endure years of punishing 
use, Legacy 10 meets or exceeds all international, 
professional and NCAA requirements.

Model Number: SNABBLG10A

LEGACY TM10

Space Requirements
Legacy 10 requires a minimum of 16’ 9” for standard KISS 
model, or 13’ 4” for manual KISS model, from the baseline 
to the nearest wall or obstruction. Storage dimensions are  
6’ 11.5” high, 6’ 4” wide and 17’ 4” long.
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  Comprehensive Warranty Package:
•Superstructure and KISS: 20-Year Limited Warranty
•”Dunk Proof” Backboard: Lifetime Limited Warranty
•Pro-Action 180 Rim: Three-Year Limited Warranty
•Backboard Padding: 10-Year Limited Warranty

LEGACY TM 8

Space Requirements
Legacy 8 requires a minimum of 14’ 1” for 
standard KISS model, or 10’ 8” for manual KISS 
model from the baseline to the nearest wall or 
obstruction. Storage dimensions are 6’ 11.5” high, 
6’4” wide and 14’ 8” long.

Providing 8 feet of clearance space from the backboard to 
the front of the padded base, the SNA Sports Legacy ™ 8 
is a smart option for facilities that do not host international 
basketball contests or with limited court space. Legacy 8 
includes all the standard features of the Legacy 10, and 
is every bit as tough, sturdy and strong. Our 8-foot model 
is used extensively by collegiate basketball programs 
throughout North America. Legacy 8 meets or exceeds all 
NCAA requirements.

Model Number: SNABBLG8A

New Standard Features

•8 foot clearance space from the backboard to the front of the 
padded base.

•Exclusive Kinematic Integrated Stabilizing System (KISS) for 
instantaneous setup and uniform weight distribution on the floor. 
A manual KISS is also available for facilities with limited space.

•”Dunk Proof” backboard with glass-free rim attachment and full-
perimeter aluminum frame.

•Exclusive Pro-Action ™ 180 multi-directional breakaway rim 
with adjustable positive locking mechanism. Complies with 
NCAA standards for rim elasticity and ball rebound.

•Heavy-duty power beam and support structure built with 
high-tensile-strength steel for exceptional rigidity, strength and 
durability.

•Streamlined profile gives fans seated behind the unit a clear 
view of the action.

•New larger, more powerful lift springs provide greater torque 
and support more weight on the power beam.

•New foot-operated quick release mechanism makes setup even 
easier.

•Front locator pins for precise placement and stability.

•Quick-Set ™ Goal Height Adjustment allows easy height 
adjustment with goal in game position.

•Full 7 inches of padding in the upper front impact area. Padding 
available in 16 standard colors. Custom colors and full-color 
custom graphics also available.

•Double double 8” swivel casters in the front and new triple 
double 8” casters in the rear provide easier mobility.
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Standard Features

•Available with either an 8’ or 6’ clearance space 
from the backboard to the front of the padded 
base.

•Spring assisted mechanism allows unit to be 
easily moved and set up by one person.

•”Dunk Proof” backboard and glass-free rim 
attachment and full-perimeter aluminum frame.

•Exclusive Pro-Action™ 180 multi-directional 
breakaway rim with adjustable positive locking 
mechanism. Complies with NCAA standards for 
rim elasticity and ball rebound.

•Heavy-duty base and power beam built with 
high tensile strength steel for exceptional rigidity, 
strength, and durability.

•Front locator pins for precise placement and 
stability.

•Deadlock Tensioner reduces vibration.

•Integrated rear anchors.

•Fully padded front impact area. Padding 
available in 16 standard colors. Custom colors 
and full-color graphics also available.

Our recently updated Clubmaster now offers many 
of the standard features found on our world-class 
Legacy ™ units. Built to take the punishment of 
slam dunks, Clubmaster is an economical main 
court system for high schools, clubs and college 
intramural and recreational leagues of all levels. 
For top competition arenas and gyms, Clubmaster is 
the perfect side court or practice unit. Clubmaster 8 
meets all interscholastic athletics standards.

Clubmaster ™ 8 (8’ clearance space)
Model Number: SNABBCM8US

Clubmaster ™ 6 (6’ clearance space)
Model Number: SNABBCM6US

Space Requirements
Clubmaster 8 requires a 
minimum 10’7” from baseline 
to the nearest wall, bleachers 
or obstruction. (Add 2-3” if rear 
anchors are desired.) Storage 
dimensions are 6’8” high, 6’4” 
wide and 13’ long.

Comprehensive Warranty Package:
•Superstucture: 20-Year Limited.
•”Dunk Proof” Backboard: Lifetime Limited Warranty.
•Pro-Action 180 Rim: Three-Year Limited Warranty
•Backboard Padding: 10-Year Limited Warranty.

Removable Lift Lever to Raise 
and Lower the Transport Wheels 
for easy and convenient movement 
into and out of its position.

Space Requirements
Clubmaster 6 requires a minimum 
8’7” from baseline to the nearest 
wall, bleachers or obstruction.
(Add 2-3” if rear anchors are 
desired.) Storage dimensions are 
6’8” high, 6’4” wide and 11’ long.
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The Sportmaster ™ 8 is an affordable main court system 
that meets all specifications for interscholastic competition. 
It also serves as a great side court unit for clinics and 
team practice. With spring-assisted setup and heavy-duty 
construction, it offers many of the features found in our 
top competition models - including a direct-mount glass 
backboard and our Pro-Action™ 180⁰ multi-directional 
breakaway rim. When price is a prime consideration, the 
Sportmaster 8 is a smart alternative for high schools, clubs, 
churches, clinics, and recreational leagues of all levels.

Sportmaster™ 8 (8’ clearance space)
Model Number: SNABA898G

With a 5’6” clearance space and heavy-duty base, the 
Sportmaster 5.5 is an excellent multi-purpose goal for 
collegiate or high school practice or as a competition 
system for clubs, churches, clinics, and recreational 
leagues. It features a 42” x 72” direct-mount unbreakable 
glass backboard, a ReAction™ adjustable tension 
breakaway rim, spring- assisted setup, front locator pins 
and a ratchet-operated pedestal floor-mount system. 
Impact padding available in 16 standard colors.

Sportmaster™ 5.5 (5’.6” clearance space)
Model Number: SNABA895G

Safety Zone: 
Clearance space of 8’ from the backboard to the front 
of the impact area.

Comprehensive Warranty Package:
•Superstucture: 10-Year Limited Warranty.
•Glass Backboard: Limited Lifetime Warranty.
•Pro-Action™ 180 Rim: Three-Year Limited Warranty.
•Backboard Padding: 10-Year Limited Warranty.

Comprehensive Warranty Package: 
•Superstucture: 10-Year Limited Warranty.
•Glass Backboard: Limited Lifetime Warranty.
•ReAction™ Rim: Four-Year Limited Warranty.
•Backboard Padding: 10-Year Limited Warranty.

Space Requirements
Sportmaster 8 requires a minimum of 10’7” from the baseline 
to the nearest wall, bleachers or obstruction. (Add 2-3” if 
rear anchors are desired.) Storage dimensions are 6’6” high, 
6’4” wide and 13’4” long.

Safety Zone: 
Clearance space of 5’6”’ from the backboard to the 
front of the impact area.

Space Requirements
Sportmaster 5.5 requires a minimum of 8’1” from the 
baseline to the nearest wall, bleachers or obstruction. 
(Add 2-3” if rear anchors are desired.) Storage 
dimensions are 6’6” high, 6’4” wide and 10’10” long.
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